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 This document contains recommendations about how to use the MERMAID data.  For 
tomography purpose, the timestamps and waveform data are important. The accuracy of the 
inferred delay times depends on the drift of the clock on the acquisition board, float localization 
and water depth under the float. In the data files distributed, the clock drifts are already 
corrected for (except for a few early floats in which there are issues with the clock); the location 
of the float at the time it was triggered are interpolated linearly from GPS points obtained when 
the Mermaid is surfacing. The user must use bathymetric data to correct for the P-wave travel 
time in the watercolumn, using the depth of the Mermaid in the SAC header, much as one would 
apply a station elevation correction. The waveform depends on the instrument response but also 
on the underwater acoustic reflections.   



I. Clock drift.

  The same crystal that operates the processor drives the Mermaid clock. The clock is used to 
time-stamp triggers and surfacings. The clock is synchronized with the GPS signal when the float 
is at surface. During synchronization, the drift of the internal Mermaid clock, which appeared 
during the dive, is measured and recorded. In Mediterranean Sea where surface water 
temperature is not much different from deep-water temperature the clock drift is about 0.01s/
day. In the oceans where the difference is higher the clock drift is about 0.1s/day. The measured 
clock drift is used to correct the time-stamps of each recorded event. The clock drift is supposed 
to be linear while floating. In fact the drift varies with the clock speed.

 The clock rate is set at each GPS fix by measuring the crystal frequency. Because the clock rate 
is tuned to run at the surface temperature, the speed slows down during the descent and 
increases towards the surface. The clock runs more slowly when the float is at depth. The 
temperature variations during descent and ascent could be taken in account, even approximately, 
to improve drift corrections. This, however, is not (yet) done for the data available on the web. We 
consider the 'normal' correction accurate enough for tomography, where reading errors for arrival 
times are usually several tenths of seconds.

 In early experiments, the synchronization did not always work properly. It can be easily 
recognized when the drift speed changes abruptly from one value to another. The errors, 
described in the « Float_Issues.txt » file, are corrected for some of the floats. The floats 17, 18, 
11, 12 and 13 contain uncorrectable errors and their data should not be used if a good timing of 
arrivals is required. More details in the document on float issues.

 The user may consult the correction procedure for each dive. The « mxx_clk_drift.txt » files 
give information about clock drift of the floats and corrections applied to the events. The “Dive" 
column indicates the dive number.  The "Step" column indicates if the line is relevant to a GPS 
measurement or an event. The "Date UTC" column is the time stamp of GPS synchronization or of 
recorded events. The "Drift" column indicate the clock drift measured for GPS synchronization or 
the clock drift correction applied for the events. The "Clock Hz" column, indicate the measured 
crystal frequency used to adjust the clock rate. The “Drift/Day" column show the drift speed of 
the clock. This information helps to detect errors of clock synchronization. The "Clk_Cor_Leap" 
column indicate with «  -1  » a second subtracted to the measured drift. The "Clk_Cor_Dlay" 
column indicate with « 1 » a second added to the measured drift.

Dive  Step        Date UTC                                          Drift                Clock Hz       Drift/Day      Clk_Cor_Leap   Clk_Cor_Dlay   
      GPS         2014-07-17T13:31:11.000000Z        Reset               3686328        x                 x              x              
      GPS         2014-07-17T13:40:01.000000Z        +0.999909      3686328        x                 x              x              
001
      GPS         2014-07-17T13:43:31.000000Z        +0.000000      3686328        x                 0              0              
      Event       2014-07-19T07:23:47.998358Z        -0.289239      x                    x                 x              x              
      Event       2014-07-19T12:46:10.466192Z        -0.326533      x                    x                 x              x              
      GPS         2014-07-19T14:22:31.000000Z        -0.337677      3686334        -0.166583   0              0             
002
      GPS         2014-07-19T14:36:31.000000Z        +0.000367      3686331        x                  0              0              
      Event       2014-07-20T18:43:41.353432Z        -0.111472      x                    x                  x              x              
      GPS         2014-07-20T20:20:21.000000Z        -0.117858      3686334        -0.095141    0              0      

 The time stamps of the recorded events include the clock drift correction. The clock drift 
correction can be can be undone with the operation "Date UTC" - "Drift". 

 The "Clk_Cor_Dlay" column is used to correct an issue in the GPS synchronization caused by a 
delayed data transfer. More details about the issue are in the "Floats_Issues.txt" file. The 



corrections are included in the clock drift measured for GPS synchronization. The corrections can 
be undone with the operation "Drift" - "Clk_Cor_Dlay".

 The "Clk_Cor_Leap" column is used to correct an issue in the GPS synchronization caused by a 
missing leap second. More details about the issue are in the "Floats_Issues.txt" file. The 
corrections are included in the clock drift measured for GPS synchronization. The corrections can 
be undone with the operation "Drift" - "Clk_Cor_Leap".

II. Localization.

 The quality of position for an event is difficult to estimate. The error of the position can be 
reduced with the interpolation of the trajectory of the float between two GPS points. There is the 
drift at surface during satellite communication and the drift at deep during data acquisition.

 The drift at the surface is mainly due to current and wind and is nearly linear. During time 
spent at the surface, the float gets GPS coordinates periodically. We consider that surface currents 
within the first 50m of water layer affect the float drift. The time for surface arrival is know with a 
precision of approximately +-5min and the time for descent is known with a precision of 
approximately +-10min.

 The drift in the deep ocean is more difficult to estimate. Actually, we applied only a simple 
linear interpolation for the trajectory between the descent position and the ascent position. In 
fact, the trajectory of a float can be complex with loops or speed changes. A better estimation of 
the float localization for an event recording will improve quality of data. For events recorded 
within 3 hours of a GPS fix there are no serious issues. But even for interpolated locations (when 
the seismograms are stored for later transmission but without immediate surfacing) the error 
introduced by mislocation is small. Cecile Joubert (paper submitted to SRL) measured the 
difference between linear interpolation and a Bezier interpolation among 4 GPS locations that 
takes the curvature of the trajectory into account. She found that for 67% of the locations the 
difference was smaller than 500 m. Only 11% exceeded 2100 m. For a typical horizontal phase 
velocity of a P wave of 10 km/s, an error of 1 km is equal to a timing error of 0.1s, well below the 
estimated accuracy of onset times (0.4s).

 There is a localization error corresponding to the float’s drift during the ascent. Alexey 
Sukhovich, (“Seismic monitoring in the oceans by autonomous floats”, Nature Comm. 2015), 
calculated an upper limit for this drift during ascent of 500m, but likely much less (OBSs return 
usually within 100-200m of their launch spot). We do correct for the drift at the surface before 
GPS contact is made (by linear extrapolation, measuring the surface drift from subsequent GPS 
fixes). 

 The user may wish to use his or her own method to calculate the position of the floats at 
trigger time. The "mxx_pos.txt" file contains all GPS and trigger times for this purpose. This file 
contains all the recorded GPS points. The interpolated positions called "Descent" and "Ascent", 
correspond to the 50m depth positions where the surface current is assumed to become weak. 
The interpolated positions can be recalculated from the GPS coordinate. The locations labeled 
"Event" are our own interpolations.

Dive  Point       Date UTC                 Lon         Lat         
      GPS         2014-07-17 13:31:11      8.25371     43.45036
      GPS         2014-07-17 13:40:01      8.25406     43.45129
001
      GPS         2014-07-17 13:43:31      8.25428     43.45160
      Descent     2014-07-17 14:17:44      8.25645     43.45461
      Event       2014-07-19 07:23:47      8.22322     43.49438



      Event       2014-07-19 12:46:10      8.21887     43.49958
      Ascent      2014-07-19 14:15:39      8.21767     43.50102
      GPS         2014-07-19 14:22:31      8.21711     43.50102
002
      GPS         2014-07-19 14:36:31      8.21598     43.50101
      Descent     2014-07-19 15:05:43      8.21362     43.50099
      Event       2014-07-20 18:43:41      8.18660     43.51811
      Ascent      2014-07-20 20:13:27      8.18514     43.51903
      GPS         2014-07-20 20:20:21      8.18497     43.51942

III. Bathymetry.

 Another important information needed to interpret arrival times of seismic waves is the depth 
of water under the float. P-waves propagate slowly in water (around 1500m/s). The float depth is 
recorded and available in the SAC header variable STDP. The user needs to obtain the delay 
introduced by wave vertical propagation trough the water under the float by using this depth and 
the depth from a bathymetric map. One can find such maps on the web, such as the GMRT 
(http://www.marine-geo.org/portals/gmrt/) or EMODnet Bathymetry (http://portal.emodnet-
bathymetry.eu/).

IV. Instrumental response.

 The instrumental response depends on the hydrophone, the analog input filter, the analog to 
digital convertor and digital input filter. The hydrophone response is not well known at low 
frequencies. The analog input filter is a band-pass from 0.1Hz to 10Hz. The frequencies lower 
than 0.1Hz are filtered to suppress the DC component of the hydrophone. The frequencies upper 
10Hz are filtered to respect the Shannon theory. The analog to digital converter samples the 
signal at 40hz. The digital input filter is adjustable by satellite communication. The digital input 
filter parameters were set with the following coefficients « B[0]=1/1 B[1]=-1/1 A[0]=1/1 A[1]
=-9/10 » until early October 2013 before to be deactivated for all the floats. 

 The response of the instrument, including the hydrophone, has been characterized at the 
Geoazur laboratory. The method of identification have been described in the article from Cécile 
Joubert  (“Hydrophone calibration at very low frequencies”, Seismological Research Letters, 2015). 
The response can slightly differ from one to another float depending of the hydrophone or the 
analog input filter. The response measured is not accurate for high frequencies (the anti-aliasing 
filter that cut frequencies at 10Hz is not modeled). This response does not take into account the 
possibility that the float moves up in the pressure field under the force of the P wave. Since we 
have observed polarity reversals we suspect this may be an issue, but it is still under study. Of 
course, inaccuracies in the response do not influence the timing of onsets, which are the data of 
choice for tomography with Mermaids.

Joubert determined a transfer function:

With corresponding poles and zeros:

constant = 8.38e+04

H(s) =
8.38 · 104s4 + 3.965 · 105s3 + 5.863 · 105s2 + 6663s

s4 + 3.076s3 + 3.516s2 + 0.7767s+ 0.04701
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z1 = 0
z2 = -0.01145
z3 = -2.360 - 1.170 * j
z4 = -2.360 + 1.170 *j

p1 = -0.1115
p2 = -0.1529
p3 = -1.405 - 0.8827 * j
p4 = -1.405 + 0.8827 * j

Because we suspect that the hydrophone connection is inverted on floats 30 and 3 
deployed in Mediterranean Sea, we have corrected polarity for these floats. 

V. Acoustic reflections.

 Reverberations (reflections at limits of water surface and ocean floor) modify the shape of the 
acoustic waves. It is important to keep this in mind when using the waveforms themselves.


